Chapter 3

Pu‘u Kohola: Spatial Genealogy of a Hawaiian
Symbolic Landscape1
RDK Herman

Editors’ Note: This chapter highlights our contention that symbolization is not
merely an act of cognition, but rather a process of enactment. Historical events are
lived on the basis of how they manifest in the shaping of the present. Experiences
of contemporary Native Hawaiians reflect the presence of past layers that are a
precognitive witnessing through their body schema, the behaviors that express the
meaning of their existential situations. The Pu‘u Kohola commemorative ceremony lends credence that an intellectualist notion of symbolization is anemic, an
insufficient constitution of meaning. Hawaiians have taken care to enact a symbolic event that resonates with their experiences, expressive of a lived-history, the
sedimentation of layers of existential meaning that needs to be symbolically gestured in the confirmation of identities. The ceremony translates this meaning of
the “who—landscape intertwining” into a spatialized/spatializing symbolic incorporation/ek-stasis, intensified and heightened through an embodied participatory sociality.

3.1 Introduction
Above the dry shores of Kawaihae on the Island of Hawai‘i stands the most impressive of all Hawaiian temples: Pu‘u Kohola heiau (Fig. 3.1).2 Perched above
the only bay for many miles around the coast, this massive stone platform is one
of several sites that attest to the importance this location held in the past. At times
the abode of high chiefs, the area is marked by the much older Mailekini heiau, its
origin and purpose obscure but in part, at least, a way station for travelers. Below,
in the waters of Pelekane Bay, lie the remains of Hale o Kapuni, an underwater
heiau where it is said human sacrifices were laid to be consumed by black-tip
sharks. On the shore nearby stands Kikiako‘i, a stone upright where it is said chief
Alapa‘i Ku-palupalu Mano watched the sharks dine. In the hills behind, ancient
tombs, now raided and empty, mark the burial sites of unknown chiefs from the
more remote past.
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Fig. 3.1 Pu‘u Kohola sits atop the hill for which it is named. Visible halfway down is the older
and less-known Mailekini heiau. The rocks in the water may be the remains of Hale o Kapuni
heiau, believed by some to have been destroyed in the 1946 tsunami. The beach area to the left is
Pelekane Bay, site of the original village and royal residence. Here Vancouver dropped off cattle
in the 1790s, and Liholiho (Kamehameha II) greeted French explorer Freycinet in 1819. Picture
is taken from the coral flats that were part of the 1950s harbor construction (All figures by RDK
Herman)

Despite its stony silence and two centuries of neglect, Pu‘u Kohola is a landscape that embodies Hawaiian unity. Its construction over 200 years ago marked
the turning point in the political and social unification of the Hawaiian Islands. In
the 1700s, there was not a single unified Hawaiian nation. All of that changed 200
years ago and the building of this temple played a pivotal role. In the two centuries
that followed, this temple would sit in silence while the world around it changed.
Since 1992, groups of Native Hawaiians have gathered at Pu‘u Kohola every
August for a commemorative ceremony. This annual event aims to draw together
the disparate groups of Hawaiians that make up that nation, to heal the 200-year
old social rift, and to consider the fate of the Hawaiian Nation today. This series of
ceremonies evokes this site as a symbolic and sacred space, meaningfully linking
the situated present with the past. Participants come in traditional dress. They perform chants, oratory and dance in the ancient style. And they make offerings to the
temple. These symbolizations are embodied, enacted, and ritualized, constituting
the physiognomy of a truly lived-geography.
Pu‘u Kohola has thus been brought back to life. And this new incarnation symbolically manifests its geographical history. The purpose of this study is to unfold
the layers of time and meaning wrapped up in the symbolism of Pu‘u Kohola—to
explore the spatial genealogy that it embodies.
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3.2 Tides of Time
Backhaus argues in the introduction that “Symbolization is an embodied enactment of meaning, a spatializing production/spatialized construction. And, as spatializing/spatialized, the experiencer (whether the active producer of, or the ‘witness’
to, symbolization), the symbol itself, and the symbolized constitute a system, a
meaningful field manifesting geographically in the world.”3 But as these meanings
are temporally conditioned, I join Meinig4 in arguing that Pu‘u Kohola and other
symbolic landscapes cannot be understood outside of historiographic analysis:
what did it symbolize at its birth? What meanings have been encoded into the interface of culture and place since then? We must work through a genealogy of space
and meanings, conditioned as they are by political, economic, and social forces, to
understand the complexity of symbolism for contemporary society. Thus, Backhaus
and Murungi’s notion of the geographicity of place, or the spatial inscription
of meanings, as constituted through the ambiguous field of the lived-body and its
milieu, provides the pre-cognitive genesis for symbolization itself. But that which
is being symbolized, the historico-geography involves its own genetic process that
Backhaus and Murungi might call the geographicity of historical events, or the
spatio-genetic inscription and sedimentations of meanings.
Meinig regards all landscapes as symbolic, as “expressions of cultural values,
social behavior, and individual actions worked upon particular localities over a
span of time. Every landscape is an accumulation, and its study may be undertaken as formal history, methodically defining the making of the landscape from
the past to the present.”5 This study follows Meinig’s call for a historical approach
to the study of symbolic landscapes.
Time-Geography, as initiated in the works of Torsten Hägerstrand6 and further
developed by Allan Pred7 and others, provides a somewhat multi-dimensional approach for looking at geo-temporal phenomena. Time-Geography studies “trajectories” through space and time: how subjects move simultaneously geographically
and temporally, here one moment, there the next. This approach is generally applied to human beings moving through time and space. Yet it poses space as a
fixed, geometric surface. The question arises, how can we apply a time-geographic
approach to places themselves?
A solution is to reconceptualize the relationship between time and space. The
present study takes what might be called a “Polynesian” approach. Hau‘ofa8 conceptualizes the Pacific as “a sea of islands,” emphasizing the ocean over which
Pacific Islanders traveled as a medium that connects rather than separates. On an
oceanic voyage, the passengers remain in the same location the entire time: in the
canoe. One can then say that what moves is the ocean beneath them. Between departure and arrival, the people have always been in the canoe, but during that time,
the space underneath the canoe has moved, bringing the destination to them. New
Zealand Maori extend this notion of the canoe into a metaphor for time. Referring
to the ancestral canoes in which they arrived in Aotearoa (New Zealand), Maori
speak of the canoe as a vessel in which members of descent groups (iwi) still
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“travel” today. As a unit, the iwi travels through time, and the metaphorical canoe
is the vehicle for this journey of generational advancement.
In the case of Pu‘u Kohola, this stone platform has remained on the hill from
which it takes its name since 1792, but since then the waves of time have moved
underneath it, bringing it and the Hawaiian nation to a very different spot in their
journey. Winds have blown, currents have changed, and tides have come and
gone. The heiau is now in a different place in time than it was before.
Time, like the ocean, is a powerful and transformative force. It has currents and
tides that shift and change the journey of whatever travels on it. So too, places are
affected by the growth and expansion (and decline) of phenomena that reach
across space and time, affecting regions and populations, shifting trajectories, remaking futures, reshaping the world. Thus the journey is a product of these overlapping forces—social, cultural, political, and economic—and the meanings that
accompany them. We can read these geo-temporal forces as a spatial geneaology,
one leading to another, each wave both eroding and depositing on what was there
before. Backhaus and Murungi might call this the geographicity of historical
events. This notion reminds us that it is meanings that are being spatially inscribed, constitutive of a lived-geography that is always hermeneutically experienced. Historical sedimentations as the genealogy of a lived-geography leads us to
the lived-dimensionality of symbol—embodied, enacted, and ritualized. Without
the lived-dimension of history, the symbolic ceremony would be merely a simulacrum, a referent to other signs, e.g., historical “texts” that just as well could be
about Mars. In the case of Pu‘u Kohola, the geo-temporal forces include the expansion of a chiefly domain into a unified kingdom, the expansion of the United
States and its ideas of democracy, the expansion of American Protestant missionaries into what they deemed “heathen” territories, and perhaps most importantly,
the expansion of global capitalism.
If one were to employ visualization technologies like Geographic Information
Systems (GIS), as Kraak9 and others have done for physical geography phenomena, we would use layers to present and interpret such a spatial genealogy. This
paper analyzes the symbolism of the modern ceremonies at Pu‘u Kohola by mapping out such dynamic, geo-temporal layers that have affected the journey of
meaning this place has undergone during the past 200 years. To map out this
course is also to mark a trajectory through the historical landscape of the Hawaiian
Islands as a whole, as they have moved from a series of Polynesian chiefdoms to
their position today within the 50 United States.

3.3 Layers of Space, Time, and Meaning
Any such spatial genealogy must entail a consideration of the place itself: the
physical environment. In a geological conceptualization, this too has its genealogy.
But for our purposes, it is sufficient to consider the state of the land at the beginning
of Pu‘u Kohola’s journey. These are not without culturally encoded understandings.
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Indeed, the meaning of land (and place) is one of the important changes that occur
over time. Engaging first with the land as a bottom layer, we can more clearly see
these waves of change as they wash over this place.

3.3.1 Physical Geography
The land divisions (ahupua‘a) of Kawaihae lie at the juncture of two volcanic
shields (Fig. 3.2). The Kohala mountain system is the oldest on the island and
reaches up above 6,000 feet; Mauna Kea (“white mountain”), named for its seasonally snow-capped summit, rises above 13,000 feet. The juncture of these two
volcanic shields creates a natural bay, making Kawaihae important first, as a landing place for canoes, and second, as the access point from the sea to the cool and
fruitful upland plains of Waimea. Thus while other settlements along the coast in
this area have dwindled if not disappeared, Kawaihae remains on the map.
It is a not a hospitable place. Hawaiians divided the land sections of Kawaihae
into five or six different zones based on elevation and vegetation, recognizing the
biological complexity of this area. The Kawaihae coast is actually the driest spot
in the entire Hawaiian archipelago. The lowlands are dominated by grass, dry and
burnt looking half the year, greening up briefly in the “rainy” season. Moisture

Fig. 3.2 Kawaihae’s location relative to the five volcanoes that comprise Hawai‘i Island
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increases with elevation, leading eventually to dry forest and finally a wet forest
towards the crest of the mountain. In ancient times, this altitudinal zonation divided
the residents between the coastal fishing village and upland agricultural settlements.
What the land lacked, the bay compensated: Kawaihae supports the best coral
reef system on this island. Until recent times, residents survived predominantly on
fishing, and the fish were plentiful. The reef also provided the wana (sea urchin),
the ha‘uke‘uke limpet, turtles, and various types of edible seaweed. Fishing thus
characterized the livelihood for most residents of Kawaihae, from antiquity up until
the mid-twentieth century.

3.3.2 Conquest
The second layer, and it is a cumulative one, is the struggle for power among island chiefs. For reasons of its location, Kawaihae became a focal point for wars of
conquest between the Maui chiefs and the Hawai‘i chiefs, and also for Hawai‘i
chiefs from different districts fighting for supremacy over the island. Hawaiian
society was stratified, with birth determining status among a limited group of aristocratic families (ali‘i), and the bulk of the population being commoners (maka
‘ainana). In any sovereign domain, a high chief or ali‘i nui held supreme authority. Portions of the archipelago were controlled by different chiefs. Battles were
frequent, and at the time of Captain Cook’s visit, a new generation of ambitious
chiefs were vying not only to unite the island of Hawai‘i, but the whole archipelago.
One present at Cook’s death was a young chief named Kamehameha.
The rise of Kamehameha is well documented.10 A young chief of not the highest rank, he made effective use of circumstances, and in this sense, the geotemporal rise of Kamehameha is inextricably linked with the arrival of foreign
vessels in the island, signifying the entry of the islands into the expanding reach of
capitalism. At this time (late 1700s), the number of foreigners was minor and their
overall impact on Hawaiian society was limited. But the arrival of Western weaponry—and advisors to show how to use them—played a critical role in tipping the
balance of power. Kamehameha’s conquest was accomplished with the aid of two
British seamen who trained his forces in British weapons and tactics. But while
this influx of Europeans, and their ideas and technologies, begins the interweaving
of Western influence into Hawaiian historical geography, it was still largely a
footnote to the dynastic struggles that were in process at the time.11
The building and consecration of Pu‘u Kohola was part of this struggle. After a
decisive battle boosted his control over Hawai‘i island, Kamehameha sent an emissary to speak with a seer on the island of Kaua‘i, asking what must be done for
Kamehameha to unite the entire archipelago into one kingdom. The seer, Kapoukahi, told the emissary, “build a great house for the god, and mark out its boundaries,
at Pu‘u Kohola. If he makes this house for his god, he can gain the kingdom without a scratch to his own skin.”12 When he received this instruction, Kamehameha
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set about building this great edifice. Nineteenth-century historian Fornander recorded that: “Relays of people were ordered from Kona, Kohala, and Hamakua to
repair to Kawaihae to carry stones and assist in the building. Chiefs of the highest
degree and common natives worked side by side, and Kamehameha himself set
the example of carrying stones to the building.”13
Fornander himself conversed with a centenarian Hawaiian who described “the
thousands of people encamped on the neighboring hillsides, and taking their turns
at the work, of their organization and feeding, their time of work and relaxation,
the number of chiefs that attended, and who, as the old man said, caused the
ground to tremble beneath their feet; and the number of human victims that were
required and duly offered for this or that portion of the building.”14
The right of the chiefs to rule was cemented through their consecration of heiau
luakini, what might be termed “temples of state.” Pu‘u Kohola was such a heiau,
and like other luakini, its consecration involved human sacrifice.15 Thus Pu‘u Kohola heiau is kapu (taboo—sacred, thus off limits to most people) and would have
been a fearsome place in its time. For the consecration of the heiau, Kamehameha
invited his cousin and rival Keoua Ahu‘ula, a chief of the Kona district of Hawai‘i
Island, to attend. When Keoua arrived at the beach of Kawaihae, he was quickly
seized and put to death, his body later laid on the altar of Pu‘u Kohola.
By 1806, Kamehameha had achieved conquest of the archipelago, establishing
what would become the Hawaiian Kingdom. He assumed the role of ali‘i nui over
all the islands, and ruled until his death in 1819. During his time, the royal court
moved between the sheltered harbor of Honolulu on O‘ahu and the village of
Kailua-Kona on Hawai‘i. Kawaihae also remained a royal residence. Kamehameha’s heir Liholiho resided here and met French explorer Freycinet. Queen
Emma, wife of Kamehameha IV, is said to have been born here. John Young, one
of Kamehameha’s British advisors, married a chiefess and raised his family in
Kawaihae, not far from the heiau complex. His son became an important figure in
Hawaiian politics.
Within the traditional system that Kamehameha maintained up until his death
in 1819, a system of sacred laws (kapu) governed the relationships and behaviors
among chiefs and commoners. The economy was largely communal, based on a
systematic program of land-and-sea management overseen by the chiefs and their
officers. Land itself was not owned outright but controlled and allotted in a hierarchy from the ruling chief to lesser chiefs and on down to the commoners. This
bound chiefs and commoners together in a system of reciprocity that afforded
checks and balances both on power and on environmental exploitation.
Kamehameha’s unification of the islands added a new layer to the power hierarchy, displacing local rulers, usually through enormously bloody conflicts. His
unification consequently remains a divisive point among Hawaiians today. Some
see him as a largely benevolent uniter, while other Hawaiians still today see
Kamehameha as a ruthless conqueror, a usurper. Resentment over this historical
grievance still resounds.
The role of Pu‘u Kohola and other Hawaiian temples came rather abruptly to an
end shortly after the death of Kamehameha in 1819. The kapu system of religious
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and legal codes that ruled Hawaiian society was overthrown, opening an avenue
for change in the socio-political arena. But change came much more rapidly than
was expected, when New England missionaries arrived later that same year. Thus
a shift in the legal, religious, and political landscape in 1820 begins a new era of
the nascent Kingdom of Hawai‘i.

3.3.3 The Hawaiian Kingdom and Westernization
The arrival of missionaries marks one of two forces that shaped the Hawaiian
Kingdom. The Hawaiian Islands lie strategically about midway between the West
coast of North America and the ports of East and Southeast Asia. After Captain
Cook put the islands on the map, Western ships frequented the waters, trading for
provisions and engaging with the chiefs. A short-lived trade in sandalwood developed, followed by an even greater traffic of whaling ships. While these external
forces roped the islands more tightly into the global economy, the internal action
of the American Protestant missionaries operated on a different but related political economy.
As Americans, the missionaries espoused strong beliefs in several areas other
than Christianity. They preached and guided a cultural transformation in the direction of American values of democracy, private property, and commercial gain.
And as resident experts in Western culture, they quickly gained the ears of Hawaiian rulers trying to cope with the penetration of Western imperialism into their
previously isolated realm. During the early decades of the kingdom, both French
and British warships arrived and temporarily seized authority. Preserving the Hawaiian Nation as a sovereign entity was a delicate business, and the missionaries
served increasingly as advisors, some leaving their pastoral duties for positions in
the government.
By 1840 the Kingdom had its first constitution, going on to make treaties with
over 22 countries and entities. The monarchs were educated, sophisticated and
multilingual. The populace was literate: by the 1890s, over 100 newspapers were
published in the Hawaiian language. All the while, the Hawaiian leaders were
fighting to stave off Western powers who threatened to annex this strategic archipelago to their empires. The real threat, however, was from within.
The penetration of capitalism took root in the form of Western-owned sugar
plantations. In part under pressure from the missionary advisors, Kamehameha III
privatized land ownership in 1848, in a series of acts collectively known as the
Mahele.16 Land passed quickly out of the hands of Hawaiians and into the hands
of Western plantation owners.17 That period marked the transition from the traditional form of land ownership under Hawaiian chiefs with its communal and reciprocal economy, to a free-enterprise system in which land served as a commodity
as well as being the means of production. Tensions grew between the Hawaiian
monarchy and the increasingly powerful white economic oligarchy. In 1886, a
constitution was forced on King Kalakaua, stripping him of most of his powers.
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After his death, Queen Lili‘uokalani tried to install a new constitution, and this
prompted a coup d‘etat. The white businessmen took over the government in
January 1893 using American troops, and by 1898 had achieved their long-sought
goal of annexation to the United States. Thus the kingdom that had stood for
nearly 100 years, and had developed rapidly from a Polynesian chiefdom into a
modern nation, was subsumed by the U.S.18
During this time, two other important developments had taken place. The first
is the breakdown of the communal economy in the face of capitalist penetration.
In becoming a “modern” nation, the Kingdom quickly began imposing taxes to be
paid in cash. This and other economic forces pushed more and more of the population into wage labor. Accompanying this was the introduction of plantation agriculture (sugar from 1835 to 1900, then including pineapple). Previous family
farmlands were bought up and transformed into cane fields. Second and related is
the import of migrant labor (Chinese, then Japanese, Korean, Filipino, and others),
creating a socio-racial stratification in which most Hawaiians, whose experience
with wage labor was brief, moved rapidly to the economic bottom of society. A
hundred years later, 1992 study found them to still be at the bottom in many socioeconomic indicators.19
Kawaihae became a backwater as the rapidly Christianized Hawaiian Kingdom
evolved into a small player on the world stage. Pu‘u Kohola played no role in the
post-1820 Christianized Kingdom, lying neglected on its hill above Kawaihae.
The small village continued to serve as the harbor for commerce in and out of
Waimea, a town growing in the cool highlands up on the plain between the two
volcanoes. Merchants set up shop at Kawaihae’s wharf, supplying whalers with
produce from Waimea. Cattle, introduced by Captain Vancouver in the late 1700s,
had become a major industry as well, and until refrigeration, were shipped live
from Kawaihae to Honolulu. Thus Kawaihae as a port grew with the expansion of
commercial activity in the islands.

3.3.4 American Colonization
In 1898, a mere five years after the Kingdom was overthrown by white businessmen who sought annexation to the United States, President McKinley brought the
islands into the U.S. realm. The new U.S. Territory of Hawai‘i was then run for 60
years as a feudal fiefdom, largely under the monopoly control of five plantation
families who had consolidated their grip on productive land. Under federally appointed governors, Americanization was implemented: English became the official language, Hawaiian newspapers were shut down, and Hawaiian children were
punished for speaking Hawaiian in schools. U.S. military arrived in large numbers,
taking over land, harbors, and strategic coastlines. The colonization of the islands
and the imposition of American hegemony were thorough. Young Hawaiians
today are four or five generations removed from the Kingdom era, and to varying
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degrees struggle with their sense of Hawaiian-ness within this Americanized
context.
To displace the oligarchy, residents voted for Statehood in 1959, though there
were no other options offered besides the status quo. Statehood was, in some ways,
the “last nail in the coffin” for the Hawaiian sense of place. Where some sense of
communal economy and environmental conservation still existed, National legislation threw open the lands and seas for full commercial exploitation.
Under American rule, a local civic club fought in the 1970s to have the site of
Pu‘u Kohola recognized as a National Historic Site, resulting in its complex being
designated a National Park. Today the entire area, on and off shore, falls under the
aegis of the National Park Service, and is covered by Federal restrictions.
Shifting this political landscape is the 1993 Apology Bill, signed by President
Clinton. This bill recognizes the illegality of the overthrow and annexation, thought
it makes no movement towards reparations. But the Apology Bill “threw gas on the
simmering flames” of Hawaiian nationalism. A plethora of groups, formal and informal, mobilized or coalesced rapidly and promoted a wide diversity of approaches
to sovereignty.
So today, within the context of (contested) American rule, the Hawaiian sovereignty discussions press on in many and often contradictory or even hostile directions. Hawaiians themselves reflect on the degree of diversity and dissent among
them. But they also pose the question (to external criticisms) as to why they should
be any more unified than any other ethnic group.

3.3.5 The Harbor
A different layer that spans across time is the deeper economic change that has
transformed the islands. In Kawaihae, the cash economy largely meant cattle. Cattle were first introduced to the islands here at Kawaihae, dropped off by Captain
George Vancouver in the late 1790s. Placed under kapu, they multiplied and devastated the landscape, until the Kingdom hired John Palmer Parker (a foreign-born
Kawaihae resident) to hunt them and bring them under control. At 175,000 acres
in size, Parker Ranch in Waimea is now the largest private ranch under single
ownership in the United States.
Kawaihae served as the shipping port for live cattle. Twice a week the cattle
drive would come through town. The steamer would arrive from Honolulu, and
cattle were driven out to a small boat, where they were attached by the neck and
taken out to the steamer. There they were loaded one at a time and taken to Honolulu for slaughter. Refrigeration eliminated the need for shipping live cattle in the
mid-twentieth century, but the role of Kawaihae as a port had already been growing independently.
Kawaihae is the only harbor servicing the northern part of Hawai‘i island. After
a tsunami in 1946 destroyed the docks, followed by another in 1960, businesses
and transportation companies pressed the (now) State Government to expand the
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harbor facility. Their plan was bold: it involved destroying the village of Kawaihae and building a huge platform with breakwaters. Consequently, around 1956
the town of Kawaihae was condemned. Families were given token payments for
their lost properties and were told to move out. The village itself was destroyed,
and vast amounts of coral were dredged up and pumped out to create an enormous
platform known today as the “coral flats.”
Today this is a landscape of commerce: oil tanks, port facilities, tug boats and
barges. The lights burn all night long, an eyesore from atop of the heiau. The
change in near-shore waterflow ruined the fishing industry. Tourist-oriented businesses, like dive shops and art galleries, have taken root. A handful of old residents still remain in the hidden corners, but otherwise, the harbor construction
scattered the community of Kawaihae to other parts of the Islands. And there continues to be pressure to expand the harbor even further.

3.4 Embodying Transformation
The evolving Hawaiian population also journeyed through these changes and has
been transformed by them. Modernized as Americans, they bring to Pu‘u Kohola
the embodiment of spatio-temporal forces that have swept under the islands these
past two centuries. In the introduction, Backhaus makes reference to the “processual registers of experience,”20 in enacting geographies. This journey of meaning
manifests specifically in Melvin Kalahiki’s attunement to resonances within his
body schema. Historically, after Kamehameha’s last battle at Nu‘uanu (on the island of O‘ahu), a chief on Kamehameha’s side went down into the village of
Kane‘ohe and married a woman of consequence from the now-defeated rival
force. Generations later, “Mel” is a living descendent of this union between the
foes of that battle. He was raised both in Kane‘ohe and later in Kawaihae. Thus
Mel very consciously identifies with the time of Conquest.
The Kawaihae that Mel grew up in was a product of local tradition, American
colonization, and capitalist penetration.21 It was a small town on a long white
beach. Mothers caught crabs for their children’s lunches.22 Cattle were still driven
to the pier near the old post office. Children attended the one-room and later tworoom schoolhouse, and gathered at Chock Hoo store for the ice cream truck that
came on Saturdays. On Sundays they went to the village church. Old-timers remarked that the small community was close knit like one big family.23
Then the harbor construction evicted his family from their traditional land. Mel
recalls,
I always was concerned about that place, so when I came back from Mainland and I
went back over there, the first time I got back over there, the Kawaihae I knew—my
grandfather’s place—was wiped out from the harbor coming in. They had condemned the
place for public purposes. And I really wanted to know what my uncle had done, whether
he had sold the place, and if he did.
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So one day I saw my uncle, and oh man, he had nothing but bad words for the
[Government]. He said they condemned the place and they gave him $248 for it, and he’s
still got that check. You know, that’s the kind of stuff that drives me to what I’m doing
today.24

Mel received what he calls “the nudge”—an intuitive urging to engage in fostering
unity among Hawaiians. Drawing on his background as descended from families
of opposing sides in Kamehameha’s war, Mel began organizing events that commemorated Kamehameha’s conquest, recognizing that this is still a point of contention for some Hawaiians. But he was not alone. A Hawaiian renaissance that
began in the 1970s, and an increasing mobilization of legal forces to recognize the
illegality of the overthrow of the Kingdom (resulting in the 1992 Apology Bill)
and to set Hawaiians on a new path towards some form of sovereignty, had increasing numbers of Hawaiians struggling to make sense of “being Hawaiian” at
this point in their historical trajectory.
Thus in 1992 Mel participated with a handful of other Hawaiian leaders and put
together a ceremony to be held at Pu‘u Kohola, commemorating this temple as the
foundation of the united Hawaiian kingdom. The idea was simple: if we are to understand ourselves as a Hawaiian nation, we need to go back to where our nation
began. Since Pu‘u Kohola embodies the power with which Kamehameha succeeded in his unification of the islands, it is the site to return to in order to consider where the nation has been since then, and where it is going now. Thus the
ceremony can only be understood in the ways in which it embodies the transformations of the past 200 years.
First and foremost, the entire event is held in traditional dress. Mel emphasizes
that traditional dress is the tribute paid to the ancestors, to the people of old. It is
also clearly a means of connecting with a bodily geography that is distinctly
Hawaiian. Backhaus would see this as traditional Hawaiian gestures taken up and
reinforced as constituents of the body schema—a re-animation of Hawaiian comportment. For men, this includes the malo (or loincloth) and kihei, a robe worn
over the shoulder. Bowing to modern standards of modesty, women’s dress includes a blouse along with the pa‘u, a traditional skirt, and the kihei. Footwear
aims to conform to the spirit of the event. Watches and other jewelry, other than
island ornaments, are removed. Yet given how ubiquitous modern dress has become here, there is a fine line between seeing this as a “costume” event, and seeing it as genuinely Hawaiian. Mel states that many men he has invited balk at the
notion of having to wear a loincloth, pointing to the tension that has developed
with modernization and Americanization. At the same time, to see this site
adorned with participants dressed in malo, kihei and pa‘u is to see this heiau transformed from a sterile archaeological site to a living, vibrant Hawaiian institution.
The presence of these traditionally dressed bodies holds the key to reconsecrating
this site as a sacred space.
But dress is not itself enough. The second aspect of embodiment is language.
Backhaus has argued that a gestural theory of language is crucial to his doctrine of the
pre-cognitive, embodied source for the genesis of symbolization. Thus, the embodied act of speaking of Hawaiian is another important modality of comportment.
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The Hawaiian tongue has been making astrong comeback in the past 20 years,
both in university classes and in hula schools. An increasing number of younger
Hawaiians are now fluent, and many morehave some understanding. For those
who do not, English translation is sometimes provided during the more secular
portions of the ceremony. So one not onlysees this site as “Hawaiian,” one also
hears it through the gestural, physiognomic resonances of the language.
This feeds into the third aspect, whichis the employment of ceremonial activities. Some attendees—groups who train
in traditional Hawaiian martial arts (lua)
in particular—place themselves underkapu, which includes eating only traditional
Hawaiian foods and maintaining strict prot
ocols of behavior. Protocol itself is an
important aspect of this ceremony. Persons of chiefly descent are recognized and
attired accordingly, and the higher chiefs have retinues of guards and assistants.
All are trained in traditional protocols, and admonished to take these duties seriously. Certain aspects and spacesof the ceremony are designatedkapu and restrictions are applied.
Then the entire event itself is a series of ceremonies with breaks in between.
The two main days are divided into the pr
ivate or closed ceremonies of Friday and
the open or public ceremonies on Saturday.
Participants, many of whom camp at

Fig. 3.3 Ceremony as embodiment: Mel Kalahiki (center, with helmet and whale-tooth necklace)
and his entourage in ceremonial dress, before ethSaturday morning procession. Mel wears a replica mahiole (feather helmet) andkihei (feather cape), traditional signs of theali‘i . His guards, in
malo (loincloths) and kihei (capes), carry replica spears, daggers, and a shark-tooth weapon. Pu‘u
Kohola is visible in the background
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the beach below, rise around 3:30 in the morning, and many take a cleansing dip
in the ocean before dressing. They in assemble in the dark near the base of the hill,
and march by torchlight up to the temple area. Women split off and go to Mailekini heiau, while men proceed up to Pu‘u Kohola itself. Shoes are removed at the
entrance, and participants proceed barefoot onto the temple platforms.
Here ceremonies are conducted that commemorate those who passed away
since the previous year (Fig. 3.3). This is the only event that takes place specifically on the heiau, and here people take the opportunity to speak their thoughts on
community, nation, and the meaning of this annual ceremony for the future of
Hawaiians. By the end of this ceremony, dawn has broken, and a chant for the rising sun is performed.
The middle parts of both days are occupied with workshops, providing an opportunity for participants to learn ancient skills. These are an important part of the
educational purpose served by this weekend. At this time also, political discussions are held. This is a non-sacred portion of the day, and most participants abandon some or all of their traditional dress for modern clothing. Training in Hawaiian
arts takes the form of modern workshops.
Friday afternoon, an ‘awa ceremony takes place on the Park grounds adjacent
to the heiau. ‘Awa is the root known more commonly as kava, or kavakava, and
produces a mildly intoxicating beverage used in ceremonies throughout the Pacific.
This ceremony is closed to the public, and full dress protocols are observed.
White-topped kapu sticks designate the sacred space for the ceremony and warriors guard the perimeter. Participants are chanted onto the ceremonial grounds, and
there are prayers and chanting over the preparation of the ‘awa itself.
Saturday is the main ceremony. This is open to public spectators, as part of the
arrangement with the National Park Service. This ceremony begins usually around
9 a.m. In this case, the procession begins at Park headquarters above and behind
the heiau. An image of the Hawaiian god Ku is carried in front, and is accompanied by two feather kahili, symbols of Hawaiian royalty. Then follow the three
chiefs and their entourages, who come down the front of the heiau and take up positions beside the field below. The high priest and some attendants take positions
atop the heiau itself.
Prayers and then offerings are then made to the temple. Each gift is chanted up
to the priest attendant, who then chants in acceptance, acknowledging the origin
and nature of each item before passing them on to be placed on the altar. These
gifts generally consist of local and traditional agricultural products, but also crafts,
and sometimes soil, water, and live plants from different parts of the archipelago.
Hula performances are also offered, with chanters beating traditional drums.
After these formalities, two opposing groups of Hawaiian warriors come out
and challenge each other to battle. There are group battles, and then there are individual duals with specific weapons or techniques. All is done in the spirit of
friendly rivalry and respect. There are then closing chants, and a procession back
up to the Park service headquarters.
This event presents the fullest embodiment of the overall event. Coming together here is traditional dress, ceremonial protocol, Hawaiian language (there is

AQ: Please
confirm if
citation for
Fig. 3.3 is
correct.

AQ: Please
provide closing
quotes for awa.
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almost no English used here), hula, lua, and offerings to the temple of traditional
crafts and products of the land and sea.
The final event is another afternoon ‘awa ceremony, this one open for public
viewing. Again, full protocols are in place. But then the kapu is lifted, and the
event is open to performances, some put on by organized hula troops, and some
spontaneous. ‘Awa continues to flow, and food which has been days in the preparation is served on coconut-leaf platters woven during the weekend. The ceremonial activities for the year are thus drawn to a close. But the next morning, Sunday,
many members will attend a beachside church service. For the man who serves as
high priest on the heiau is also an ordained Catholic priest.

3.5 Navigating the Present
It can be seen, then, that when Hawaiians gather here each August to re-consecrate
this heiau, the layers of the past mediate the event. Overtly, this ceremony is positioned as an opportunity to bring Hawaiians together on the Temple of State, to
talk about the future of the nation in the presence and spirit of the ancestors.
Hence the logo for this event is Ho‘okuikahi—to stand as one, to unite. Reconciliation is an underlying theme: that Hawaiians need to unite in a way that Kamehameha himself did not accomplish, in order to meet the challenges posed today.
To do this, the divisions of the past that stem from Kamehameha’s conquest need
to be reconciled. But reconciliation in a contemporary context must account for
the other layers of transformation that have interceded in the past 200 years.
Hence the re-consecration of this heiau today bears an epistemological load different from what it held in the past, and thus it requires an embodiment of meanings that resonates with these layers of spatial transformations—sedimentations to
be expressed through the geography of enactment. To be symbolically enacted, to
be taken up into the body schema are gestures symbolizing this reconciliation, not
as mere mental representation, but as expressed bodily—the enacted symbol is the
physiognomy of the reconciliation.
Here is a place where the Maui warriors of Kamalalawalu fought and fled before the forces of Lonoikamakahiki. Today the Maui warriors come as Hawaiians,
and as American citizens, and as friends to engage in amicable sparring. They
come by jet to reconnect with the old ways, engaging in reconciliation, both
among peoples and between past and present. To be a Hawaiian warrior today, as
with other martial arts, one trains for personal strength, discipline, integrity, unity
of body and mind, and but now, in this case, for pride of identity. In the social and
economic powerlessness experienced by many Hawaiians, here is a venue wherein
pride and strength can manifest a sense of continuity with a more meaningful past.
Here is a place of high chiefs, but while chiefly descent is still traced by many
today, the social and political context for that system is gone. William Akau, who
has been recognized as high chief at Pu‘u Kohola, insists that he is simply playing
that part. He argues that the structure is gone, and one cannot truly be a chief
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anymore. There is no context for those responsibilities. “You just want us to show
how the things were in the past,” he says, “so people can think in their mind, ‘Oh,
that’s right. … Because we don’t have our organization together as Hawaiian people. We’re all on our own.’”25 But others take the kapu very seriously. So there is
a tension between those intent on manifesting the old ways, and those for whom it
is a tug of war between their American acculturation and tradition.
Here in this place, U.S. Federal representatives in the form of Park Service
personnel are proud to work closely with Hawaiians using this protected site for
cultural revitalization. It is an unusual reconciliation between the State forces of
protection and preservation, and Hawaiian forces of indigenous nationalism. Even
the U.S. military loans the army cots for participants to sleep on, and the military
commander is honored at the ‘awa ceremony. So the theme of reconciliation takes
a broader context than even the participants may recognize. It is a reconciliation of
the previous waves of change, so as to steer the canoe of the present on a more
balanced course.
Here is a place where once Hawaiians were laid in sacrifice to achieve unity by
force. But in this ceremony, the ancient kapu is gone and democratized Hawaiians
come together freely. Instead of human sacrifice, upon this temple they conduct a
ceremony mourning the passing on of their elders and kinsfolk; and in so doing,
acknowledge the journey through time that their community is taking. Like voyagers in a canoe, this group observes their passage through time and meaning, as
elders are lost, younger people ascend to elder status, and children rise to adulthood. It acknowledges where they are now in this journey, and from whence they
have come.
The talk is of unity, but the enemy is not other Hawaiians. It is the social, economic and political forces facing a community united through conquest by Kamehameha, and united through dispossession by capitalism and U.S. imperialism.
The ongoing effect of the loss of the land, the related socio-economic ills that face
Hawaiian people, and the opportunities for change implicit in the Apology Bill—
these are the political issues today.
Pu‘u Kohola is now a place where Americanized Hawaiians of the twenty-first
century, steeped in the consumer culture of modernity, work to reconcile their
identities as Hawaiians and as modern people. Here they aim to reconcile a past
that was glorious and spiritual yet rigidly structured, with American democratic
principles and the free-for-all of values and belief systems available. Here the legacy of loss blamed on missionaries comes up against the widespread adherence to
Christianity.
Most Hawaiians do not come to this event. The fact that it is held at this temple,
and that it is “traditional” in its way, seems to be off-putting to the modern sensibilities of many Hawaiians. So for all its attempts to draw Hawaiians together, this
event actually serves a fairly small community of adherents.
But from conversations with those who do attend, including those who attended
once in the past and then came back after many years, this is a profound experience for Hawaiians.26 There is simply nothing like it anywhere in Hawaii today.
As Backhaus discusses in the introduction, symbolization is experienced as an
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incorporation of world as an ek-stasis ofmeaning. In this way world-time as manifest in a specific geography translates meanings across the
tides of timeon the ba27
sis of the “co-constitutive agencies of the lived-body and the EarthBody.”
For all
its concessions to 200 years of change, the transformation of Pu‘u Kohola into a
living symbolic landscape is transformativeto those who participate. This ceremony is one cross-section of space-time that involves an earnest effort to embrace
the traditional forms of life and to reframe them for Hawaiians today.
To understand the ceremony at this site is to trace back through the many geotemporal waves that have washed the shores between this temple’s inception and
the present. Inasmuch as these tides have eroded away the trappings of tradition
for many people and covered them with the sediment of modernity, and inasmuch
as, in post-modernity, many are reaching abck to traditions that provided meaning
and guidance. We must understand this even
t as a point in a journey, and see what
it teaches about the struggle to make sense of, and find our place in, this world.

Notes
1 Much of the research informing this study was done for thePacific Worlds educational website. This project, funded by the Hawai‘i Council for the Humanities, involved interviews with
past and present Kawaihae residents,as well as bibliographic research.
2 Heiau refers to the varieties of Hawaiian temples,which traditionally consisted of stone platforms topped by temporary buildin
gs. Today only the platforms remain in most cases. Traditionally there were several categories ofheiau for different religious purposes. Marae, the more
familiar Polynesian word for such structures, is not used in the Hawaiian Islands.
3 Backhaus, “Introduction I: The Problematic,” 13–14.
4 Meinig, “Symbolic Landscapes.”
5 Meinig, “Introduction,” in Ordinary Landscapes, 6.
6 Hägerstrand, “What about People in Regional Science?”
7 Pred, “The Choreography of Existence.”
8 Hau’ofa, New Oceania.
9 Kraak, “The Space-time Cube.”
10 Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs of Hawaii . See also Desha, Kamehameha.
11 Hannah Springer, personal interview forPacific Worlds , Waimea, Hawai‘i, August 2005.
12 Kamakau, Ruling Chiefs, 149–150.
13 Fornander, Ancient History of the Hawaiian People, 328.
14 Ibid., 328 .
15 See Valeri, Kingship and Sacrifice.
16 Kame‘eleihiwa, Native Land and Foreign Desires.
17 Wise, “History of Land Ownership in Hawaii.”
18 The Mahele and the Overthrow remain major topi
cs of political discussion in the islands today, as they concern land rights and other rights of Hawaiians. The best documentation on the
processes leading to the Mahele is Kame‘eleihiwa,Native Lands and Foreign Desire. There are
several contemporary books documenting the over
throw of the monarchy, including: Coffman,
Nation Within.
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19 Native Hawaiian Study Commission, Culture, Needs, and Concerns.
20 Backhaus, “Introduction I: The Problematic,” 25.
21 Melvin David Lonokaiolohia Kalahiki, personal interview for Pacific Worlds, August 2004.
22 Ululani Carvalho, personal interview for Pacific Worlds, August 2004.
23 ‘Ilima Mo‘iha, Pua Tavares, Ku‘ulei Nagasawa McCarthy and Jeannine Matos, personal interviews for Pacific Worlds, August 2004.
24 Melvin Kalahiki, personal interview for Pacific Worlds, August 2004.
25 William Akau, personal interview for Pacific Worlds, Kawaihae, August 2004.
26 At this writing, the author has attended the ceremony for five years.
27 Backhaus, “Introduction I: The Problematic,” 26.
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